
ADuCM350

FTDI FT4222H
SPI-to-USB converter

4 Mohm resistive load

3 1.5V alkaline AA batteries

ADI’s ADuM3150
SPisolator

The ADuC350 is the SPI master.  It applies a 
0 V to 300 mV step to the 4 Mohm load.

RTIA is also 4 Mohms.

The AFE is sampling at 160,000 samples/sec 
(6.25 us/sample).  A double-buffering 
scheme is used (i.e the AFE fills a 4094-
sample buffer while shipping a previously-
filled 4094-sample buffer out the 8 MHz 
SPIH port).  Data is captured and sent 
continuously until a pushbutton on the 
ADuCM350 board is pressed.

The FTDI UMFT4222EV eval board converts 
each buffer to USB and forwards the data to 
Windows.

A Windows GUI plots each buffer, and also 
creates a directory of  log files (100 buffers 
written per log file).
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Laptop unplugged from wall powerADuCM350 board running from batteries

SPI bus (8 MHz)

Applied signal is a 0 V to 300 mV step.

This graph measures TIA_O – TIA_I.
(TIA is inverting), in units of A/D counts along the y-axis
and the file number (i.e. 100 buffers/file, 4094 samples/buffer
6.25us/sample ) along the x-axis. 

Zooming in along y -axis
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Zooming in further to look at the interference:

Note:  every 1/100
of a file corresponds to
one buffer’s worth of data.

Start of 80th buffer sending

Start of 81th buffer sending

Start of 82th buffer sending
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Start of 80th buffer sending Start of 81th buffer sending

A buffer is 4094 16-bit samples, and it takes about 1/3 of a buffer acquisition time to send the alternate buffer out the SPIH port.  And we clearly see effects of 
the SPIH clock getting into our AFE signal here:

End of 80th buffer sent
End of 81th buffer sent
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Same data as previous slide, but simply plotting points (as opposed to graphing with a solid line interpolating between sample points):
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Zooming in further along the x-axis.  

The magnitude of the interference is about 24780 – 24490 = 290 counts.  At 3.6V/1.5/65536 counts = 36.6 µV/count, 290 counts * 36.6 µV/count =  10.6 mV.

That’s equivalent to an error in the current measurement of 10.6 mV/4 Mohms = 2.65 nA … whereas 1 LSB should represent a current resolution of
36.6 µV/4e6 ohms = 9.16 pA …

Greater than 8 bits!
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Checking what the noise on the supply looks like:

Measuring ½ VCCM_ANA to VBIAS
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Changed the sequence code to measure ½ VCCM_ANA to VBIAS:
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12/7/16  ½ VCCM_ANA to VBIAS
Laptop unplugged from wall power.

For the samples taken during the 
time represented by the initial 
portion of the very first buffer, we 
don’t see the red-circled garbage as 
seen on subsequent buffers (makes 
sense, b/c the SPI isn’t sending 
during the time the first buffer is 
getting filled).
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12/7/16  Added 100 pF caps to SCLK, CS/ and MOSI (i.e. from each signal to GND).  
Shows that clearly this interference noise on the supply is coming from the SPIH bus.

Swapped AFE8/AFE1 and AFE6/AFE3.  ½ VCCM_ANA to VBIAS.  Laptop unplugged 
from wall power.

Those caps cleaned up the power quite a bit.
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12/7/1612/7/16  Replaced series 33 ohm resistors on SPI bus with 499 ohms 0.1%.  That’s a bit  better.  

Added 100 pF caps to SCLK, CS/ and MOSI.  Swapped AFE8/AFE1 and AFE6/AFE3.  ½ VCCM_ANA to 
VBIAS.  Laptop unplugged from wall power.

41980 – 41880 = 100 counts
100 counts * 36.6 µV/count

= 3.66 mV
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I’m going to re-spin a new version of this ADuCM350 board. 

Do you have a recommendation for a better voltage regulator for this application?

(I’ve been using ADI’s ADP333ARMZ-3.3-R7 to regulate my 4.5V alkaline battery pack down to 
3.3 V, which is what I use throughout the ADuCM350 board.  Would you recommend switching to 
NiCd batteries instead, for higher-current capable batteries?)
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